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INTERNAL CRATER MODIFICATION ON VENUS: IMPLICATIONS OF INTERIOR CRATER MOR- 
PHOMETRY. R.W. Wichman, Dept. of Space Studies, Univ. of North Dakota, Grand Forks, ND 58202-9008. 

Introduction/Summarv: Most impact craters on Venus show remarkably well-preserved rim structures and 
external ejecta features(l). Still, the interiors of these craters are much more variable. In particular, many craters 
show radar dark floor units that are suggestive of minor crater-centered volcanism. Since floor-filling volcanism is 
likely to affect the size of a crater floor or its central peaks, this hypothesis can be tested by comparing the interior 
rnorphometry of bright- and dark-floored venusian crams. Such an analysis of 69 bright-floored craters and 44 dark- 
floored craters has revealed morphomevic differences consistent with crater-filling in about half of the dark-floored 
craters. Specifically, those craters with the darkest crater floors have a consistent range of crater floorlrim and 
peak/rim diameter ratios. This range of values is to one side of the broader trends &fined by both the youngest craters 
on Venus and by other (undeformed) venusian craters. Further, the darkest floored craters are also comparable in 
rnorphorneoy to the few floor-fractured craters which have been identified on Venus. Because floor-fractured craters 
are likely sites for shallow, crater-centered  intrusion^(^*^), this similarity provides additional support for magmatism 
within the darkest-floored venusian craters. Finally, tectonically modified crater floors are also morphometrically 
similar to the darkest floored venusian craters. Thus, there may be a link between tectonic crater modification and 
crater-centered volcanism on Venus. 

Backeround: Although most impact craters on Venus show nearly pristine crater rim and ejecta features, there is 
evidence for pervasive (if minor) modification of the crater interiors(lv4). Specifically, where the youngest craters on 
Venus consistently have radar bright floor units, nearly two thirds of the craters on Venus have radar dark floor 
units(5). Also, many crater floors show a variety of tectonic features (usually part of a larger system of deformation). 
Several mechanisms have been proposed to account for the change in floor albedo over time, including (1) a change 
in surface properties due to in situ alteration or weathering(6), (2) deposition of a thin eolian dust layed6), and (3) 
flooding by cratercentered ~olcanisrn(~*~). Few venusian craters show any evidence for volcanism outside the crater 
rim, h~wevedl-~). Thus, if the dark-floored craters do reflect crater-centered volcanism, they can potentially provide 
important information about both the flux and properties of venusian volcanism over the last 500 million years. 

Of the proposed mechanisms for floor darkening, volcanism may have the greatest support. First, there is 
evidence that the dark-floored craters tend to be consistently shallower (avg cliff. -400 m) than bright-floored craters 
of the same size(*). Second, the dark-floored craters tend to occur at lower elevations than bright-floored craters('). 
Since craters are most likely to tap magma sources at shallow depthd2), this observation is consistent with the 
predicted effects of elevation on neutrally buoyant magma depthdg). Third, many dark crater floor units seem to 
embay the neighboring crater walls and central peaks. None of these points provides conclusive proof for crater- 
centered volcanism, but they all favor this mechanism and some pose difficulties for alternative mechanisms. There 
is an additional test which can be posed, however. Namely, if the change in crater depth does mark a volcanic burial 
of the crater floor, lavas should also embay both the crater wall and the central peak, and thereby change the internal 
crater morphometry. Changes in floor size should both increase the floorlrim diameter ratios and decrease the 
W r i m  diameter ratios. A preliminary survey of venusian craters has shown that such variations in floor and central 
peak morphometry are present in some types of modified craters(lO). However, the test for a link between dark- 
floored craters and volcanism requires more detailed measurements, part of which are reported here. 

The Di&x Morphometric measurements have been made on 69 bright-floored craters and 44 dark-floored craters. 
These craters range from -15 krn to -120 krn in diameter, and they exhibit a range of simple, complex, and peak 
ring mo hologies. In each case, the definition of floor type was based on an earlier qualitative survey of Magellan (3 images , but floor albedo is also measured as part of this study. Specifically, using NM-Image software, I have 
measured the area, the major axis, the minor axis and the enclosed brightness variations of the crater rims, crater 
floors and the central peak or peak ring regions for each crater. I have also performed such measurements on 46 
craters with parabolic ejecta &posits(l l), and for the 26 craters on Venus which most closely resemble lunar floor- 
fractured craters. (Note: for the sake of comparison, 1 equate the outermost edge of the ring massifs in peak ring 
craters with the diameter of the central peak complexes in smaller complex craters.) 

Because both floor size and central peak size are directly related to crater 
size, my analysis focuses on variations in the ratios of average floorlrim diameter, and of maximum peaklaverage 
rim diameter (figures). These ratios are still a function of crater size (Figure I), but they can reveal changes in crater 
morphomeay due to crater modification. In particular, the data show a morphomemc similarity between some dark 
floored craters and other types of modified craters (Figure 2). 

The data show a number of possible trends and variations, but the clearest trends are displayed by the darkest of 
the dark-floored craters. Specifically, these craters show a very narrow range of DwDr ratios, and a fairly broad range 
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of DplJD, ratios (Figure 2). This trend lies at the rightmost edge of the broader dark-floored crater population, and it 
appears to Correlate with three other groups of modified craters (Figure 2): (a) those craters with an internal network 
of polygonal floor fractures; @) the three craters with clear floor-bounding moats on Venus; and (c) those dark-floored 
craters showing moderate to heavy degrees of tectonic deformation. 

Strong variations in crater morphometry also mark tectonic modification. Specifically, in both the dark-floored 
and bright-floored craters, moderate to heavy deformation of the crater floor is primarily observed at larger than 
average DflID, ratios (Figure 1). Indeed, the largest observed Dfl ,  ratios lie in heavily deformed bright-floored 
craters like Beecher. Also, the largest Dpk/Dr ratios (over -0.4) mostly correspond to dark crater floors with slight to 
moderate degrees of tectonic deformation. 

Finally, there are suggestions of more subtle trends within the data. For instance, even in the bright-floored data 
set, darker crater floors seem to be slightly larger (on average) than the brightest (undefomed) crater floors. 
Similarly, in undeformed dark-floored craters, there appears to a ragged decrease in DpIJDr ratios among the darker 
crater floors. Thirdly, while a broad comparison of the bright-floored and dark-floored data sets shows little difference 
in their range of Dpk/Dr and D&, their morphometry as a function of crater size is not identical (Figure 1). The 
dark-floored craters as a whole closely mimic the D m r  trend of the pristine parabolic ejecta craters, whereas the 
bright-floored craters seem to be offset to slightly larger Df l r  values (especially in the 20-40 km size range). 

Intemretation: The observed morphometric variations appear to mark at least two, possibly interdependent, types 
of crater modification. First, the variations in Df l r  and D p k / D ,  as a function of floor albedo are consistent with 
modif~cation by minor crater-centered volcanism. ?he darkest-floored craters are the most likely representatives of 
such volcanism, but less advanced stages of flooding also may explain some of the variations seen at lighter floor 
albedos. Second, tectonic deformation appears to have two separate signatures. In bright-floored craters, tectonism 
accompanies an increase in floor size which can greatly exceed that inferred from volcanism in the darkest crater 
floors. In dark-floored craters, however, light to moderate deformation appears to enhance central peak size, possibly 
through interactions with subsurface elements of the central uplift. 
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FIGURE 1. Plot showing morphometry for the dark- FIGURE 2. Plot showing relative central peak and floor 
floored and bright-floored data sets. Craters with mod- marphomeaies for selected cram groups. Note the cor- 
erately to heavily deformed floors from both data sets relation of the Darkest Dark-Floored craters to polygo- 
are plotted separately. Vertical axis shows ratio of mean nally Floor-Fractured Craters, and to the Tectonically 
measured Dfl to mean measured Q, while the pristine Deformed dark-floored craters. Also note the proximity 
model marks the derived morphometric trend for the of the moated Floor-Fractured Craters. For reference, the 
youngest craters on venus(ll). brightest undeformed halves of the bright-floored and 

dark-flooaed dam sets are plotred as well. 
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